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ABSTRACT
An analysis of Hubble Space Telescope (HST ) Wide Field Planetary Camera (WFPC) and Wide Field

Planetary Camera 2 (WFPC2) images of the gravitationally lensed Cloverleaf broad absorption line
quasi-stellar object (QSO) H1413]1143 is presented. Astrometric and photometric measurements are
derived for the four components of the lensed QSO for Ðve di†erent epochs over a baseline of 2.76 yr.
Because of the replacement of WFPC with WFPC2 and the change in the purpose of the observation at
the various epochs, the data were not always taken with the same Ðlter. With the exception of the decli-
nation of component D, the relative positions of the four components are measured to within B3 mas ;
these results are consistent with but considerably more accurate than earlier measurements. The relative
photometric measurements at any one epoch are typically accurate to B0.02È0.03 mag (1 p). The initial
HST WFPC images cover a baseline of 1.26 yr (1992.21È1993.47 [1992 March 16È1993 June 22]), and
over this time interval there is little evidence for brightness variations of any of the components relative
to one another at levels [0.06 mag ([2 p). Photometric measurements of the more accurate WFPC2
data obtained with di†erent Ðlters extends this baseline an additional 1.50 yr (to 1994.97 [1994 Decem-
ber 22]). The WFPC2 data also fail to reveal signiÐcant brightness variations among the components. In
addition, the WFPC2 data include both UV (F336W) and near-infrared (F814W) images. These color
data indicate the presence of sight-lineÈdependent extinction, causing the F336WÈF814W color index of
component B (the most reddened component) to be 0.56 ^ 0.04 mag redder than that of component C
(the least reddened component). The lack of evidence for signiÐcant component brightness variations at
all HST observation epochs suggests that the data could be reliably extinction-corrected to derive the
relative ampliÐcations of the four image components. This is done for several reasonable dust-extinction
models. Thus, the derived astrometry along with the photometric analysis set clear constraints on models
for the Cloverleaf. Since component D shows some evidence for microlensing, the results on its relative
ampliÐcation should be used with caution. While existing models can successfully reproduce the relative
positions, the relative ampliÐcations have not yet been successfully modeled.

The WFPC2 imaging data has also permitted a sensitive search for component structure and the
gravitational lens itself. There is marginal evidence for elongated structure between components A and C
that may be part of an Einstein ring. However, no signiÐcant evidence for the lensing object is found.
The various measurements are quantiÐed in ways useful for setting model constraints. Limits on the
mass-to-light ratio and detectability of the lensing galaxy are also discussed.
Subject headings : astrometry È galaxies : photometry È gravitational lensing È

quasars : individual (QSO H1413]1143)

1. INTRODUCTION

The quasi-stellar object (QSO) H1413]1143 (m
V

B 17)
was discovered by et al. in an objective prismHazard (1984)
plate survey. A distinguishing characteristic of the objectÏs
spectrum was the presence of broad absorption lines
(BALs). et al. later found that H1413]1143Magain (1988)
was a gravitationally lensed system with four visible com-
ponents. and Vanderriest, & SurdejSurdej (1990) Angonin,

conÐrmed that the spectra of the four components(1990)
were strikingly similar, all having an emission redshift of
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and BALs. All four components fall within ofzemB 2.5 0A.6
the image center et al. and the name(Magain 1988),
““ Cloverleaf ÏÏ was adopted because of its four-leaf-cloverÈ
like conÐguration and the similar brightnesses of the com-
ponents. et al. have shown that a closeKayser (1990)
correlation exists between the CloverleafÏs weak radio struc-
ture and its optical properties, and they have presented
example gravitational lens models for the system. Ground-
based observations have not led to the detection of the
lensing object, nor have they led to the detection of any
plausible additional components. We present here the
results of sensitive Hubble Space Telescope (HST ) Wide
Field Planetary Camera (WFPC) and Wide Field Planetary
Camera 2 (WFPC2) observations, but we have also been
unable to Ðnd signiÐcant evidence for any lensing object,
although we have found some evidence for additional com-
ponent structure. With these new observations we are able
to derive more accurate results on the relative locations of
the image components and their relative ampliÐcations.
Moreover, we are able to place sensitive photometric con-
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straints on the brightness of any lensing object and addi-
tional component structure.

The existence of a gravitationally lensed BAL QSO with
this particular type of geometry is very signiÐcant because,
by obtaining spectroscopy of the individual components,
the emission-line region (e.g., the sizes andSaust 1994),
shapes of BAL region structures (e.g., Hutsemekers 1993),
and the sizes and shapes of intervening narrow absorption-
line clouds can be studied (e.g., et al. For theSmette 1995).
Cloverleaf, these topics are the subject of additional papers

et al. Turnshek, & Lupie(Turnshek 1997 ; Monier, 1997),
and only results derived from HST imaging are considered
here. Reviews and references to recent work on BAL QSOs
can be found elsewhere (e.g., Turnshek, & Chris-Weymann,
tiansen Turnshek et al.1985 ; 1988, 1995 ; Turnshek 1994 ;

The astrometry and pho-Turnshek 1995 ; Weymann 1995).
tometry of the four image components and searches for
component structure and the gravitational lens itself are
described in HST imaging constraints on the model of° 2.
the lens are considered in A summary and discussion of° 3.
the work are given in ° 4.

2. HST WFPC AND WFPC2 IMAGING OF

THE CLOVERLEAF

The journal of HST imaging observations is presented in
The observations took place at Ðve di†erentTable 1.

epochs, and in all cases the data were taken in planetary
camera (PC) mode. The 800 pixel] 800 pixel Ðeld of view
of the PC is 33A ] 33A for the WFPC and 36A ] 36A for the
WFPC2. Each data set is useful for deriving accurate rela-
tive astrometry and photometry. To obtain the WFPC data
(with spherically aberrated images), two exposures were
taken through the F555W Ðlter on PC 6 at each of three
di†erent epochs : 1992 March 16 (1992.21, archival data),
1992 May 2 (1992.33), and 1993 June 22 (1993.47). Unfor-
tunately, only one of the two images takens on 1992.21 was
of reasonable quality because of poor tracking throughout
the exposures, and a spurious noise event on 1993.47 con-
taminated one of the two images near component A. To
obtain the WFPC2 data (with postÈHST -servicing-mission
corrective optics in place), a number of multiple exposures
were taken through various Ðlters at two epochs. On 1994
July 11 (1994.53) Ðve F702W exposures and three F255W
exposures were taken. The F255W images were essentially
blank ; we later determined that this was almost certainly
due to a strong intervening Lyman limit absorption edge
that set in longward of the e†ective red edge of the Ðlter,
obscuring all four of the image components et al.(Monier

TABLE 1

JOURNAL OF HST WFPC AND WFPC2 IMAGING OBSERVATIONS OF

THE CLOVERLEAF

Exp Time
Date PC2 Mode (s)

1992 Mar 16 (1992.22)a . . . . . . PC2 F555W 100, 900
1992 May 02 (1992.33) . . . . . . PC2 F555W 2 ] 300
1993 Jun 22 (1993.47) . . . . . . . PC2 F555W 2 ] 500
1994 Jul 11 (1994.53) . . . . . . . . PC2 F702W 2 ] 100, 3 ] 900

PC2 F255Wb 3 ] 800
1994 Dec 22 (1994.97) . . . . . . . PC2 F814W 3 ] 300

PC2 F702W 2] 200
PC2 F336W 3] 900

a Archival data.
b Blank frames, likely due to intervening Lyman limit absorption.

On 1994 December 22 (1994.97) three F814W expo-1997).
sures, two F702W exposures, and three F336W exposures
were taken. These latest data are useful for considering
sight-lineÈdependent extinction which is present(° 2.2.4),
and a†ects the apparent relative component ampliÐcations
in all optical Ðlters.

In (Plate 1) we present an F814W image (upperFigure 1
left) an F336W image (upper right) a color rendition of the
combined F336W and F814W data (lower left), and the sum
of the three 15 minute F702W exposures in which the con-
trast has been adjusted to reveal low surface brightness
features (lower right). The lower left-hand image is present-
ed in color because it nicely illustrates the sight-lineÈ
dependent extinction (see and the Ðgure legend). A° 2.2.3
two-dimensional intensity histogram of one of the WFPC2
PC observations is shown at the top of TheFigure 2.
resolution in the WFPC2 PC mode was measured to be
typically (core FWHM).B0A.08

2.1. Astrometry of the Cloverleaf Components
Relative astrometric measurements of the image com-

ponents were made by Ðtting two-dimensional Gaussian
proÐles to each component to determine their centers. The
positions of the components on the CCD were then con-
verted to right ascension and declination while accounting
for the geometric distortions of the chip. Distortion correc-
tions accounted for errors less than 0.1 pixels (\4 mas) in
the individual component positions. The accuracies of the
WFPC and WFPC2 relative astrometry are B7 mas and
B3 mas, respectively. With the exception of the measure-
ment of the relative declination of component D, there is no
evidence for shifts in the relative positions of the com-
ponents at the Ðve observation epochs. The combined
results from all the observations are reported in Table 2,
with a comment on the relative declination of component D
in a footnote to the table. Thus, the overall results are gen-
erally accurate to B3 mas. These results represent an
improvement over earlier ground-based measurements by
more than a factor of 3 and are consistent with them

et al. et al. Accurate astro-(Magain 1988 ; Kayser 1990).
metry can play an important role in deriving accurate rela-
tive photometry (see °° and and therefore2.2.1 2.2.2),
ground-based photometry of the Cloverleaf should beneÐt
from this increased accuracy.

2.2. Photometry of the Components of the L ensed QSO
Photometry of starlike images using HST is di†erent

than ground-based photometry in several important ways.
First, the atmosphere does not play a role in determining

TABLE 2

COMPONENT POSITIONS RELATIVE TO COMPONENT

A IN THE CLOVERLEAF

*R.A. (err) *decl. (err)
Component (arcsec) (arcsec)

A . . . . . . . . . . . 0.000 (. . .) 0.000 (. . .)
B . . . . . . . . . . . 0.744 (0.003) 0.172 (0.003)
C . . . . . . . . . . . [0.491 (0.003) 0.716 (0.004)
D . . . . . . . . . . . 0.355 (0.003) 1.043 (0.012)a

a The WFPC and WFPC2 measurements of
component DÏs declination are signiÐcantly di†er-
ent. The WFPC value taken at a mean epoch of
1992.7 is 1.063^ 0.007, while the WFPC2 value
taken at a mean epoch of 1994.8 is 1.038^ 0.003.
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FIG. 2.ÈThe top panel shows a two-dimensional intensity histogram of a portion of one of the 200 s WFPC2 F702W images taken on 1994.53. This
illustrates the resolution in the WFPC2 PC mode, which has a measured FWHM B 0.08 arcsecB 2 pixels. The bottom panel shows the PSF-subtracted
result. The cores of the four components appear to subtract poorly because of imperfect registration and slight undersampling. The noise within the
subtracted regions is consistent with the background and is higher in regions where the PSFs overlap.

extinction or seeing conditions. Also, the ““ sky ÏÏ back-
ground is darker. The WFPC F555W Ðlter used in some of
the observations is roughly similar to the familiar ground-
based Johnson V band, the WFPC2 F336W Ðlter is similar
to the Johnson U, the WFPC2 F702W Ðlter represents a
wide R band, and the WFPC2 F814W Ðlter is similar to the
Cousins I. As the WFPC F555W data were taken before the

HST servicing mission, the severe image aberrations in
these data make it especially necessary to adopt techniques
used to obtain photometry in crowded Ðelds. In the aberrat-
ed images, only B12% of the light from a point source is
contained within the central 3 pixels, and the outer
envelopes of the point-spread functions (PSFs) overlap and
extend out to more than 1A. Other e†ects that limit the
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accuracy of WFPC photometry are discussed in etPhillips
al. (1994).

Because of the difficulties of working with spherically
aberrated images, we have used two independent methods
for obtaining relative magnitudes of the QSO image com-
ponents from WFPC data (°° and Using more2.2.1 2.2.2).
than one method allowed us to check the robustness of the
techniques and assess the limitations of WFPC photometry
in crowded Ðelds. However, it was adequate to consider
only one method to derive results from the WFPC2 photo-
metry although these data still have limitations(° 2.2.3),

et al. Results from the WFPC2 photo-(Holtzman 1995b).
metry lead to F336WÈF814W color indices for the four
components that reveal the presence of sight-lineÈ
dependent extinction We also derive the apparent(° 2.2.4).
magnitude of the Cloverleaf system as a whole in various
Ðlters at the di†erent epochs and assign apparent magni-
tudes to each of the components We then sum-(° 2.2.5).
marize the main conclusions that can be derived from the
photometric measurements (° 2.2.6).

The results are consistent with the more limited results
reported by which were based on some WFPCFalco (1993),
F555W data.

2.2.1. W FPC Relative Magnitude Measurements Using a
Core-Subtraction Technique

One algorithm that was utilized to measure WFPC
F555W images involved modeling the cores of each com-
ponent separately (deÐned as being within the central 3
pixels, or with artiÐcial PSFs and then combiningB0A.13)
all four PSFs to make a model of the Cloverleaf. SpeciÐ-
cally, the model parameters were adjusted to approximate
the measured photometry of the image within the cores by
the following procedure.

ArtiÐcial PSFs were derived using the Tiny Tim software
package developed by speciÐcally for HSTKrist (1993)
data. The package generates an artiÐcial PSF by consider-
ing the date of the observation, the CCD detector used, the
pixel position of the image on the CCD, the Ðlter used, the
approximate extent of the image (B1A), and the estimated
telescope jitter (B15 mas, as is usually the case). The
number of counts in each artiÐcial PSF was made equal to
the number of counts measured in the componentsÏ cores on
the image to be modeled, and the component locations were
set equal to the measured ones All four adjusted(° 2.1).
PSFs were then combined into a single image to model the
entire Cloverleaf. The photometry of the system could then
be estimated. The results from this model were then used to
create a more accurate model, and the procedure was
repeated. This iterative process was used to adjust the
brightnesses of each PSF so that the photometry of the
model matched the actual images within the component
cores. Usually no more than Ðve iterations were needed for
convergence.

Except for the 1993.47 measurements of component A,
which is contaminated by a spurious noise event, this
process results in di†erential photometry with an accuracy
of B0.03È0.05 mag. The results are presented in Table 3.
The primary drawback of this method is that the shapes of
the artiÐcial PSFs do not precisely match those in the
observed images, especially in the wings. Another difficulty
is that an error of B10 mas in the position of one of the
components can result in a change of B0.02 mag, e†ectively
increasing the uncertainty of the measurement. Thus, errors

TABLE 3

WFPC F555W RELATIVE PHOTOMETRY OF THE CLOVERLEAF

COMPONENTS WITH THE CORE-SUBTRACTION METHODa

*mag (err)

COMPONENT 1992.21 1992.33 1993.47

A . . . . . . . . . . . [0.22 (. . .)b [0.28 (0.05) [0.34 (0.07)a
B . . . . . . . . . . . . [0.06 (. . .)b [0.07 (0.03) [0.03 (0.01)
C . . . . . . . . . . . 0.00 (. . .)b 0.00 (. . .) 0.00 (. . .)
D . . . . . . . . . . . 0.06 (. . .)b 0.15 (0.03) 0.14 (0.03)

a Measurements are presented relative to component C
because of the spurious noise event that occurred near component
A on 1993.47 and because component C is the least reddened.

b Poor tracking precluded using the core-subtraction method
on one of the two observations obtained on this date ; therefore,
estimated errors are not reported.

in astrometric measurements that are not too di†erent from
the actual errors can signiÐcantly limit the photometric
accuracy. The errors reported in are estimates basedTable 3
on comparing the photometry derived independently from
the two separate images that were taken on each obser-
vation date.

2.2.2. W FPC Relative Magnitude Measurements Using L UCY
Image Restoration

The second algorithm that was utilized for photometry of
WFPC F555W images is one that makes use of the LUCY
restoration method and the known morphology of the
object under study & Racine(Lucy 1971 ; Houde 1994).
Because the positions of the four components are well
known and their magnitudes are roughly equal, a workable
Ðrst estimate of the solution can be speciÐed, something not
ordinarily possible. A measurement was accomplished by
Ðrst using artiÐcial PSFs to simulate the image (see ° 2.2.1).
The PSF tht was used for the restoration itself was also
artiÐcially generated and centered at the geometric mean
position of the Cloverleaf. For simplicity, each PSF used in
the initial estimated image was given the same brightness ;
changing the brightnesses of the PSFs used in the initial
image made no signiÐcant di†erence in the results. Also, the
astrometry is accurate enough to guarantee that, for this
technique, no signiÐcant errors in photometry are caused by
astrometric errors. In all cases, convergence was rapid, and
the restored image components did not have extended
envelopes.

This method was more consistent for frames taken on the
same date than was the core-subtraction method. Except
for the 1993.47 measurement of component A, which
remained problematic, comparison of separate frames indi-
cates that this technique results in di†erential photometry
that has an accuracy of B0.02È0.03 mag. The results from
this method are reported in Table 4.

2.2.3. W FPC2 Relative Magnitude Measurements

The Cloverleaf was observed with HST through the
WFPC2 F255W, F336W, F702W, and F814W Ðlters. See

for the details. The cores of all four components inTable 1
the three 900 s F702W images were saturated ; these images
were used to search for evidence of additional component
structure and the lensing object WFPC2 F702W(° 2.3).
magnitudes on 1994.53 were determined from the two 100 s
exposures. The F255W frames were blank, almost certainly
because of an intervening Lyman limit absorption system.
Of the three F336W frames, one was severely contaminated
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TABLE 4

WFPC F555W RELATIVE PHOTOMETRY OF THE CLOVERLEAF

COMPONENTS WITH THE LUCY RESTORATION METHODa

*mag (err)

COMPONENT 1992.21 1992.33 1993.47

A . . . . . . . . . . . [0.23 (0.01) [0.26 (0.01) [0.36 (0.08)a
B . . . . . . . . . . . . [0.06 (0.01) [0.02 (0.01) [0.04 (0.02)
C . . . . . . . . . . . 0.00 (. . .) 0.00 (. . .) 0.00 (. . .)
D . . . . . . . . . . . 0.08 (0.03) 0.17 (0.01) 0.13 (0.02)

a Measurements are presented relative to component C because
of the spurious noise event that occurred near component A on
1993.47 and because component C is the least reddened.

by a cosmic-ray streak whose height was B10 times that of
the individual components and cut across the center of the
Cloverleaf. This frame was not used to measure F336W
magnitudes. The procedure described below was used to
determine the relative magnitudes of the four components
through all Ðlters. The results are presented in Table 5.

The magnitudes of isolated stars can be determined accu-
rately using aperture photometry, i.e., a simple measure-
ment of counts within a deÐned aperture. However, the four
components of the Cloverleaf are separated by less than an
arcsecond, and the wings of the PSFs of the four point
sources overlap to some extent even with the HST -WFPC2
corrective optics. Thus, we are still dealing with a crowded
Ðeld. In this situation, the best approach would have nor-
mally been to determine the PSF from an isolated point
source in the same frame as the Cloverleaf and to Ðt it to the
four components simultaneously. Not only would this yield
accurate magnitudes, but subtraction of the Ðt from the
original frame might reveal additional component structure
or the lensing object. However, the Ðts obtained with the
archived PSFs were not satisfactory. Since the PC frames
have no other point sources, the Cloverleaf components
themselves were used to model the PSF. Tasks in the IRAF6
DAOPHOT software package were used to determine a
PSF for each frame using one or more of the Cloverleaf
components as the ““ PSF stars. ÏÏ SpeciÐcally, the tasks
DAOFIND and PHOT were used to obtain preliminary
estimates of the magnitudes of the four components. Then,
the tasks PSF and NSTAR were used to model the PSF and
Ðt the model to the four components. The four components
were placed in groups based on suitably chosen parameters
such as the radius of the PSF and the distance between

6 IRAF is distributed by NOAO, which is operated by AURA, Inc.,
under contract to the NSF.

components. For example, component D is farthest away
from the other three ; hence, components A, B, and C were
placed in one group, while component D was in a group by
itself. The proÐles of components belonging to the same
group were then Ðt simultaneously. The output of NSTAR
consisted of improved magnitudes and errors. The errors in
magnitudes included errors due to Poisson noise, readout
noise, Ñat Ðelding, and proÐle Ðtting. Details on these tasks
are available through on-line help pages and IRAF docu-
mentation.

The goodness of Ðt was determined in two ways. First,
the task NSTAR calculates a goodness-of-Ðt statistic, s,
which is the ratio of the observed pixel-to-pixel scatter in
the Ðtting residuals to the expected scatter (determined from
the four error contributors listed above). A good Ðt would
result in s B 1. We obtained s-values for the four com-
ponents that scattered around unity in all frames. Second,
we visually inspected the residuals by subtracting the Ðt
from the original frame. Examples of original and sub-
tracted frames are shown in The cores of the fourFigure 2.
components subtracted poorly because of registration and
undersampling problems (the FWHM of the core was
somewhat less than 2 pixels in all frames). However, the
magnitudes derived were in agreement with the results from
aperture photometry, conÐrming that the quality of the core
subtraction did not a†ect the Ðtted magnitudes. We per-
formed several consistency checks to verify the accuracy of
the derived magnitudes. shows that the noiseFigure 2
within the subtracted regions is consistent with the back-
ground and, as expected, is higher in regions where the
PSFs overlap.

Note that the subtracted image shown at the bottom of
which is a short exposure frame, does not showFigure 2,

any obvious underlying structure. However, an important
concern is that any underlying structure might be included
in the modeled PSF and thus might be subtracted out. Any
signiÐcantly bright structure associated with one or more of
the point sources would have shown up in the modeled PSF
(if the extended component was picked as the ““ PSF star ÏÏ)
or in the subtracted image (if the extended component was
not a PSF star). No evidence for structure resulted from
either possibility. In we discuss extended structure, and° 2.3
place upper limits on the magnitude of the lensing galaxy at
positions of interest.

According to et al. several correctionsHoltzman (1995b),
may need to be applied to measurements taken from the
WFPC2 PC CCD (see also (1) ChargeWhitmore 1995).
transfer efficiency e†ects are important. The WFPC2 CCDs
have a charge transfer efficiency problem that causes some
signal to get lost as the charge is transferred during readout.

TABLE 5

WFPC2 RELATIVE PHOTOMETRY OF THE CLOVERLEAF AND ITS COMPONENTSa

*mag (err)

PC2 F702W PC2 F814W PC2 F702W PC2 F336W F336WÈF814W
COMPONENT (1994.53) (1994.97) (1994.97) (1994.97) (1994.97)

A . . . . . . . . . . . [0.31 (0.04) [0.30 (0.03) [0.28 (0.02) 0.02 (0.04) 0.32 (0.05)
B . . . . . . . . . . . . [0.14 (0.04) [0.20 (0.03) [0.13 (0.02) 0.36 (0.02) 0.56 (0.04)
C . . . . . . . . . . . 0.00 (. . .) 0.00 (. . .) 0.00 (. . .) 0.00 (. . .) 0.00 (. . .)
D . . . . . . . . . . . 0.10 (0.04) 0.09 (0.03) 0.07 (0.02) 0.19 (0.04) 0.10 (0.05)

a Measurements are presented relative to component C for ease of comparison with Tables and3 4
and because component C is the least reddened.
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The required correction was reduced from an B10%È15%
gradient in counts from the bottom to the top of the CCD
to a maximum 4% gradient after the cooldown date, 1994
April 23, when the CCD operating temperature was
changed from [76 to [88 C. et al. deter-Holtzman (1995a)
mined that the e†ect was background dependent and
recommended a correction of a 4% ramp for low back-
ground levels. The data here were taken at the lower oper-
ating temperature, had little background, and were at the
center of the CCD. We therefore applied a 2% correction to
the counts in all four components of all the images. (2) The
time dependence of the UV throughput is also important.
The CCDs accumulate contaminants over a period of time.
The e†ect on throughput is negligible in the infrared and
visible, but can be dramatic in the UV. The CCDs are
decontaminated (warmed up) once a month, a process that
completely restores UV throughput. The loss in throughput
between decontaminations is linear, and a simple linear
interpolation between decontamination dates corrects for
this e†ect. The correction is given by

mtrue \ mobs]dt ,

where (DN/s), DN is the data number asmobs\ [2.5] log
read from the CCD, s is the exposure time in seconds, d is
the rate of contamination, and t is the number of days since
the last decontamination. The UV data were obtained with
the PC through the F336W Ðlter at the operating tem-
perature of [88 C and were taken 4 days after decontami-
nation. For these speciÐcations d \ 0.0007^ 0.0005

et al. Therefore, the observed F336W(Holtzman 1995b).
magnitudes were corrected by 0.003^ 0.002 magnitudes.
(3) The pipeline processing should be assessed. We found
the pipeline processing to be nominal and therefore ade-
quate. We have not reprocessed the data using calibration
frames that were taken at times nearest to the observation
dates because this was unnecessary. (4) Aperture corrections
were made. The PSF of a di†raction-limited image essen-
tially extends out to inÐnity. Therefore, point-source photo-
metry must be deÐned within a speciÐc aperture size.

et al. used an aperture of radius forHoltzman (1995b) 0A.5
all their photometric calibration measurements. We used
their measurements to calibrate ours and therefore selected
an aperture size of the same radius, which for the PC is 11
pixels. Had we used an aperture of a di†erent size, we would
have had to correct the measurements as described in

et al. Appropriate zero points were thenHoltzman (1995a).
used to derive apparent magnitudes (see Note that° 2.2.4).
the background within an aperture contributed by the other
three PSFs is properly subtracted by the DAOPHOT rou-
tines described above. (5) Geometric distortion was assessed
and found to be unimportant. The four components of the
Cloverleaf lie near the center of the CCD in all the frames.
Geometric distortion in this region is less than 0.2%

et al. and it was not necessary to apply a(Holtzman 1995a),
correction for photometry.

2.2.4. Evidence for Sight-L ineÈdependent Extinction

The last column of gives the F336W[F814WTable 5
color for the four components. component B (the most
reddened component) is 0.56^ 0.04 mag redder than com-
ponent C (the least reddened component). Components A
and D are B0.32 mag and B0.10 mag redder than com-
ponent C, respectively. The di†erences in color along the
four sight lines are present at a high level of signiÐcance and

are shown graphically in Reasonable models forFigure 3.
the sight-lineÈdependent extinction are considered in ° 4.

2.2.5. Derivation of Apparent Magnitudes Using
Synthetic Photometry

To put measured count rates on an apparent magnitude
scale, the photometry of the Cloverleaf had to be modeled
by considering the detector-Ðlter combination used and the
expected spectral dependence of the object of interest. A Ñat
spectrum in is a reasonable approximation for the Clover-fjleaf over the Ðlter wavebands of interest (e.g., see the spectra
of & Boksenberg Turnshek et al.Drew 1984 ; 1988, 1997 ;
and et al. We decided to use the STMAGMonier 1997).
system and appropriate zero points because it relates the
observed Ñux to magnitudes for a constant spectrumfjet al. In this system, an object with a Ñat(Holtzman 1995b).

spectrum and m\ 0 will have a monochromatic Ñux offj3.63] 10~9 ergs s~1 cm~2 The STMAG is given byA� ~1.
STMAG\ [2.5] log (DN/s) ] ZSTMAG ] 2.5 log GR ,

where again DN is the data number as read from the CCD
and s is the exposure time in seconds, is theZSTMAGSTMAG zero point for the Ðlter of interest (given in Table 9
of et al. and GR is the gain ratio, asHoltzman 1995b),
explained below. WFPC2 data can be read out through
either of two available gain states. The calibration frames
that were used to Ñat-Ðeld the data were taken with a gain
of B14e~/DN, while the science data were taken with a
gain of B7e~/DN. More precisely, this gain ratio for the
PC is GR\ 1.987. In addition, the measurements of

et al. were taken with a gain of 14e~/DNHoltzman (1995b)
and, hence, the correction that must be applied to the zero
point is as shown in the above equation. The resulting
STMAGs derived for the WFPC2 observations are listed in
Table 6.

FIG. 3.ÈAn illustration of the relative sight-lineÈdependent reddening
in the Cloverleaf after applying an o†set to shift the STMAGs of com-
ponent C (the least reddened object) in the F336W, F702W, and F814W
Ðlters to zero. Details on the reddening, including the relative ampliÐca-
tions for some assumed models, are given in Table 8.
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TABLE 6

APPARENT MAGNITUDES OF THE CLOVERLEAF AND ITS COMPONENTS

STMAG

F555Wa F555Wa F555Wa F702W F814W F702W F336W
COMPONENT (1992.21) (1992.33) (1993.47) (1994.53) (1994.97) (1994.97) (1994.97)

Cloverleaf . . . . . . 16.71 (0.04) 16.89 (0.04) 16.68 (0.05) 17.14 (0.01) 17.35 (0.01) 17.08 (0.01) 17.64 (0.01)
A . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 18.04 (0.05) 18.18 (0.04) 17.91 (0.09) 18.44 (0.01) 18.66 (0.02) 18.40 (0.01) 19.03 (0.03)
B . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 18.21 (0.05) 18.41 (0.04) 18.22 (0.05) 18.61 (0.03) 18.76 (0.02) 18.55 (0.02) 19.37 (0.02)
C . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 18.27 (0.05) 18.43 (0.04) 18.26 (0.06) 18.75 (0.03) 18.96 (0.02) 18.68 (0.01) 19.01 (0.01)
D . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 18.35 (0.05) 18.61 (0.04) 18.40 (0.06) 18.85 (0.02) 19.06 (0.02) 18.75 (0.01) 19.20 (0.03)

a Based on results from the LUCY restoration method The errors (in parentheses) include errors from photometric(Table 4).
calibration.

2.2.6. Summary of Photometric Measurements

We determined that the CloverleafÏs STMAG in WFPC
F555W on 1992.21 was 16.71 ^ 0.04 mag ; it then decreased
in brightness to 16.89 ^ 0.04 mag by 1992.33 and increased
in brightness to 16.68 ^ 0.05 by 1993.47. Given the relative
photometry reported in for WFPC F555W, whichTable 4
we deem to represent the most reliable WFPC measure-
ments, there is little evidence ([2 p B 0.06 mag) for relative
component brightness variations at the three WFPC
epochs of observation.

The CloverleafÏs magnitude in WFPC2 F702W changed
only slightly between the two WFPC2 epochs of obser-
vation. On 1994.53 it was 17.14^ 0.01, and on 1994.97 it
was 17.08^ 0.01. There was also no signiÐcant change in
the relative brightnesses of the four components through
this Ðlter at those two epochs (see We determinedTable 5).
the brightness of the Cloverleaf on 1994.97 through
WFPC2 F814W to be 17.35^ 0.01 and through F336W to
be 17.64 ^ 0.01.

2.3. Searches for Additional Structure and
the L ensing Object

We used the 15 minute exposures through WFPC2
F702W to search for additional component structure and
the lensing object. 1 (lower shows the sum ofFigure right)
the three 15 minute exposures. The contrast has been
adjusted to reveal low surface brightness features. It is
immediately apparent that components A and C are not
perfect point sources but are elongated toward each other.
This structure suggests the existence of an Einstein ring
associated with the lens. The surface brightnesses at loca-
tions 1 and 2 in 1 (lower are measured to beFigure right)
19.3 and 19.7 mag arcsec~2, respectively, in the STMAG
system over regions that are B0.017 arcsec2 in size (3
pixels] 3 pixels) in both cases. et al. identi-Kayser (1990)
Ðed additional structure in their radio image of the Clover-
leaf. A stronger radio component was detected northB0A.5
of component B (termed ““ SRS ÏÏ by Kayser et al.). We deter-
mined that the surface brightness (again as measured in a
box of size 3 pixels] 3 pixels) at the location of SRS
(marked as location 4 in 1 [lower to be 20.5 magFig. right])
arcsec~2 in the STMAG system and adopt this as an upper
limit since no feature was detected. Note that the PSFs of
components B and D extend out to the position of SRS,
which is why the upper limit here is rather poor. The surface
brightness of the background is approximately 22.5 mag
arcsec~2 (marked as location 5 in 1 [lowerFig. right]).
Kayser et al. also noted that an apparent radio counterpart
to component C was displaced north of its opticalB0A.2

position. Unfortunately, this is too close (within B5 pixels)
to perform any type of sensitive reliable measurement given
our knowledge of the PSF. Kayser et al. also identiÐed
extended radio structure between components A and B, but
we Ðnd no evidence for an optical counterpart to this radio
feature. The saturated cores of the four components in the
long-exposure F702W images made it impossible to model
suitable PSFs and reliably subtract out the components.
Independent archival observations of saturated stars that
could have been used to subtract out the point sources were
inadequate.

Any lensing object which is expected to lie between the
four components for the observed image morphology will
require greater e†orts to detect. Such an object could be
quite large, extending to the region beyond the four com-
ponents. We did the following to estimate the upper limit to
the central surface brightness of any object hidden by the
extended component PSFs near the center of the system.
First, we assumed that the four components were perfect
point sources and that the contribution of each of the
sources to the brightness at the center would be equal to the
brightness at a point diametrically opposite the center.
Given the geometry of the system, any error in this assump-
tion should have minimal e†ect since the components have
similar brightnesses. The counts in a 5] 5 pixel2 box
(corresponding to on a side) were determined after0A.22
background subtraction at each of Ðve positions : the four
outer corners and the center of the lens, deÐned to be B0A.5
north and east of component A (location 3 on 1B0A.1 Fig.
[lower We found that the surface brightness at theright]).
center, after subtracting the four components, was 17 ^ 15
counts per pixel, corresponding to a 1 p detection of

mag arcsec~2 in the STMAG system (i.e., anmF702W B 21.8
unreliable detection). We also determined the upper limit to
the magnitude of a point source at the center of the lens. We
used the PSF derived from a 100 s F702W image to add a
point source to the summed 2700 s F702W image. The peak
intensity of the artiÐcial point source was set so that it could
be detected at a 2 p level of conÐdence, indicating that

mag for any point source that is present. ThemF702W [ 22.7
measurements described in this section are summarized in
Table 7.

3. CONSTRAINTS ON MODELS OF THE CLOVERLEAF

Two narrow absorption-line metal systems are seen in
the spectra of the Cloverleaf components at zabs\ 1.438
and et al. et al.zabs\ 1.660 (Magain 1988 ; Monier 1997),
and this has lead to the suspicion that the lens may be
related to one or both objects. Assuming a redshift of
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TABLE 7

WFPC2 F702W PHOTOMETRY AND LIMITS ON FAINT STRUCTURE IN THE CLOVERLEAF

Region STMAG
Measureda Object Type F702W Units

Location 1 . . . . . . Component A extensionb 19.3 mag arsec~2
Location 2 . . . . . . Component C extensionb 19.7 mag arsec~2
Location 3 . . . . . . Central regionc [ surface brightness 21.8d mag arsec~2

Central regionc [ point source [22.7 mag
Location 4 . . . . . . SRSbe [20.5 mag arsec~2
Location 5 . . . . . . Background 22.5 mag arsec~2

a See the text for details. Location numbers are marked on 1 (lowerFig. right).
b As measured in a 3 pixel] 3 pixel box (0.017 arcsec2).
c Expected position of any lensing galaxy.
d 1 p detection, taken as an upper limit.
e A stronger radio component termed ““ SRS ÏÏ by et al. north ofKayser (1990), B0A.5

component B.

zB 1.44 for the lens, et al. developed twoKayser (1990)
separate models for the lens : (1) two spherical galaxies with
equal masses and (2) a single elliptical galaxy. These models
di†er in two important respects. First, the two-spherical-
galaxies model di†ers from the single-elliptical-galaxy
model by predicting a weak Ðfth component roughly near
the optical centroid of the Cloverleaf. Second, the two-
spherical-galaxies model predicts that components B and C
should be more susceptible to microlensing e†ects and
therefore more likely to vary, whereas the single elliptical
model indicates components A and D should be more sus-
ceptible to microlensing. Both of the Kayser et al. models
were able to adequately explain the relative positions
derived from the radio and optical observations available at
the time, but et al. did not favor one modelKayser (1990)
over the other. Given the lack of a Ðfth component near the
optical centroid of the Cloverleaf along with the(° 2.3),
observations reported by et al. and etArnould (1993) Remy
al. that indicate that components A and D can show(1996)
more rapid variations than the others (we were unable to
demonstrate this with the HST data), there is some evidence
to favor the single-elliptical-galaxy model over the two-
spherical-galaxies model.

Here we discuss how the observations provide better or
new constraints on the relative astrometric positions of the
image components the relative ampliÐcations of the(° 3.1),
image components and limits on the brightness of(° 3.2),
any component structure and the lensing object, along with
the lensing objectÏs mass-to-light ratio given some reason-
able assumptions Unfortunately, researchers inter-(° 3.3).
ested in building models of the Cloverleaf must still make
assumptions about the redshift of the lens.

3.1. Astrometric Constraints
From the series of six WFPC and 13 WFPC2 obser-

vations taken over the course of 2.76 yr at Ðve epochs we
have been able to achieve relative astrometric measure-
ments accurate to B3 mas for the four components of this
gravitationally lensed system With the exception(Table 2).
of a 25 mas change in the relative declination of component
D between the mean epoch of the WFPC and WFPC2
observations (see footnote to there was no signiÐ-Table 2),
cant evidence for changes in the relative positions at the
various epochs. Previous measurements by et al.Magain

report accuracies of 20È30 mas, while a statistical(1988)
error of 10 mas is inferred from results reported by Kayser

et al. Thus, these new measurements are consider-(1990).
ably more accurate and provide the primary and most reli-
able constraint on the lensing geometry.

3.2. Dust Extinction Models and Derivation of
the Relative AmpliÐcations

Given the lack of evidence for signiÐcant component-to-
component brightness variations at the various HST
observation epochs and the expected short time delays for
brightness variations caused by slightly di†erent path
lengths along the four sight lines, we can safely assume that
the observed relative magnitudes of the components are not
adversely a†ected by time delays. Note that et al.Kayser

predict that these should be less than 1 yr, and, in(1990)
fact, et al. have concluded from observationsRemy (1996)
that the time delays are less than 1 month. However,
because of the sight-lineÈdependent extinction, the observed
relative magnitudes of the components in the optical are not
representative of the relative ampliÐcations. The WFPC2
F814W relative magnitudes are closest to the true relative
ampliÐcations ; however, reasonable models suggest that
even the extinction in this waveband is signiÐcant. If the
dust giving rise to the sight-lineÈdependent extinction
resides at approximately the QSO redshift, thenzem B 2.5,
the F814W data corresponds to observations near B2300

in the rest frame of the dusty region. On the other hand, ifA�
the extinction resides near some of the metal-line redshifts,

then this corresponds to observations nearzabsB 1.44È1.66,
B3200 in the rest frame of the dusty region. In eitherA�
case, even a moderate amount of dust can cause signiÐcant
extinction at optical wavelengths. In order to explain the
data reported in we have considered four modelsTable 5,
for the dust extinction using extinction laws discussed by

Clayton, & Mathis and WeCardelli, (1989) Pei (1992).
assume that either the dust is Galactic-like or SMC-like and
consider models with the dust at either zB 2.5 or zB 1.5.
The estimates of dust extinction for the four models and the
derived relative (extinction-corrected) ampliÐcations are
reported in Consideration of the WFPC F555WTable 8.
relative magnitudes, which were taken at an earlier epoch,
tend to favor SMC-like extinction over Galactic-type
extinction at both redshifts. It should be emphasized that in
deducing the results in an extinction correction toTable 8
component C has not been applied, since this would require
information on the relative intrinsic spectral energy dis-
tribution of component C. Thus, any comprehensive lensing
model for the Cloverleaf would have the freedom to adopt
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TABLE 8

ESTIMATED EXTINCTIONS AND AMPLIFICATIONS RELATIVE TO COMPONENT C IN THE CLOVERLEAFa

Sight Line AF336W AF555W AF702W AF814W A
J

A
H

A
K

Relative
(Component) (mag) (mag) (mag) (mag) (mag) (mag) (mag) AmpliÐcations

Results Assuming Galactic Extinction at zext \ 2.5

A . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.61 0.22 0.22 0.26 0.13 0.10 0.07 1.65
B . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.88 0.32 0.32 0.37 0.19 0.15 0.11 1.62
C . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.00
D . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.13 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.03 0.02 0.02 0.95b

Results Assuming SMC Extinction at zext \ 2.5c

A . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.63 0.38 0.28 0.24 0.15 0.11 0.07 1.68
B . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.87 0.53 0.39 0.34 0.20 0.15 0.10 1.61
C . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.00
D . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.13 0.08 0.06 0.05 0.03 0.02 0.02 0.95b

Results Assuming Galactic Extinction at zext \ 1.5

A . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.92 0.94 0.61 0.52 0.34 0.25 0.15 2.21
B . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.29 1.29 0.83 0.72 0.47 0.34 0.21 2.31
C . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.00
D . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.20 0.20 0.13 0.11 0.07 0.05 0.03 1.01b

Results Assuming SMC Extinction at zext \ 1.5

A . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.60 0.33 0.25 0.21 0.13 0.09 0.05 1.63
B . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.83 0.46 0.34 0.29 0.18 0.12 0.08 1.55
C . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.00
D . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.13 0.07 0.05 0.04 0.03 0.02 0.01 0.95b

a An extinction correction to component C itself has not been applied, since this would require knowledge of the
relative intrinsic spectral energy distribution (see ° 3.2).

b This value for the relative ampliÐcation of component D should be considered less reliable because of the
possibility of microlensing (see ° 4.1).

c Probably the most favored model because of better agreement with the earlier epoch WFPC F555W measure-
ments and the detection of molecules at the redshift of the QSO.

an additional (but reasonable) constant extinction along all
four sight lines.

It is also worth mentioning that another valuable con-
straint on the component ampliÐcations can be derived
from the emission-line spectra of the individual com-
ponents. In particular, the broad emission lines in com-
ponent D have smaller equivalent widths than those in
components A, B, and C et al. This indi-(Turnshek 1997).
cates that the ratio of the ampliÐcation of broad emission
line region Ñux to continuum Ñux is smaller in component
D than it is for components A, B, and C (which are nearly
identical). This should prove to be an important additional
constraint on the geometry required to produce the
observed relative ampliÐcations as well as the size scale of
the emission-line region relative to the continuum-emitting
region.

3.3. Photometric Constraints and L ower L imits on the
Mass-to-L ight Ratio of a Single L ensing Galaxy

In we discussed upper limits to the surface bright-° 2.3,
ness of a lensing object located in between the four com-
ponents. The data revealed an unreliable 1 p detection of
B21.8 mag arcsec~2 in the F702W Ðlter. This corresponds
to 28.5 mag pixel~2 on the PC (WFPC2 Instrument Hand-
book, et al. Assuming that this is theBurrows 1995).
amount of light falling on the central pixel of the image of a
giant elliptical galaxy at zB 1.5, the total integrated magni-
tude of the galaxy would be B4.9 mag brighter et(Burrows
al. or mag. Given the low level of1995), mF702W B 23.6
conÐdence of any 1 p detection, we will consider this an
upper limit to the brightness of any lensing galaxy.

To produce an Einstein ringÈlike morphology
(marginally observed) consistent with the angular size of the
Cloverleaf, the mass of a lensing galaxy at zB 1.5 would be
B1.6] 1011 for km s~1 Mpc~1 andM

_
H0\ 75 q0\ 0.5.

To derive a mass-to-light ratio that can be compared to
ones derived for V -band observations of nearby ellipticals,
we need to correct for the fact that observations in the
F702W Ðlter correspond to B2800 at redshift zB 1.5.A�
However, the e†ects of evolution also need to be considered
since nearby ellipticals are greater than 10 Gyr old, while
the age of a galaxy at zB 1.5 could not exceed B3[4 Gyr
for a low value. The work of & CharlotH0 Bruzual (1993)
suggests that a color correction of approximately [3.8 mag
between the F702W and V band would be typical for a 4
Gyr old elliptical ; thus, the F702W observations can be
taken as indirect evidence for a lensing galaxy that would
have V [ 19.8 mag. On the other hand, if the lensing galaxy
were a 1 Gyr old elliptical with a bluer stellar population,
the color correction would be only approximately [2.0
mag, and the F702W observation would suggest V [ 21.6
for the lensing galaxy. (It should also be pointed out that an
elliptical that was 4 Gyr old or older has close to minimum
Ñux near 2800 so sensitive measurements in the IR wouldA� ,
be a much more e†ective way to search for the lensing
galaxy.)

Having inferred limits on V from limits in the F702W
Ðlter, we would still like to consider what they imply for the
minimum mass-to-light ratio of an elliptical-type lensing
galaxy through comparison with results on nearby old ellip-
ticals. The work of & Charlot can again beBruzual (1993)
used and suggests that zB 1.5 ellipticals of age 4 Gyr and 1
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Gyr will decrease their brightnesses by B1 mag and B2
mag, respectively, as they evolve to the present epoch.
Therefore, taking the combination of these e†ects into
account, the relevant V -magnitude limits for comparison
with mass-to-light ratios in nearby ellipticals are V [ 20.8
mag (for the case where the assumed zB 1.5 lensing galaxy
is 4 Gyr old) and V [ 23.6 mag (for the case where the
assumed zB 1.5 lensing galaxy is 1 Gyr old). Thus, the
uncertainty for making a reasonable comparison is a factor
of B13. Adopting these values (again for km s~1H0\ 75
Mpc~1 and we Ðnd a V -band M/L [ 0.7q0\ 0.5) M

_
/L

_(4 Gyr old, zB 1.5 galaxy) and 10 (1 Gyr old,M
_
/L

_zB 1.5 galaxy). Thus, our inability to Ðnd signiÐcant evi-
dence for the lensing galaxy is not surprising since V -band
mass-to-light ratios for nearby ellipticals lie in the range of
B10[20 & TremaineM

_
/L

_
(Lauer 1985 ; Binney 1987).

A more serious problem would have been encountered if we
had assumed that the lensing galaxy was a spiral type,
because the rest frame Ñux at B2800 in a young spiralfj A�
would be larger or comparable to the Ñux in the V band.
Using the same type of reasoning as before, the F702W
limits could be used to indirectly infer that M/L [ 30

which is uncharacteristic of nearby spirals.M
_
/L

_
,

In summary, for km s~1 Mpc~1 andH0\ 75 q0\ 0.5,
we conclude that if the lensing galaxy is near zB 1.5, it is
likely a young (1È4 Gyr) elliptical 1.6] 1011 This isM

_
.

consistent with the nondetection of the lensing galaxy. Any
dust associated with such a lensing galaxy would probably
be SMC-like rather than like dust found in the Galaxy.

4. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION

The results of this HST WFPC/WFPC2 imaging investi-
gation of the gravitationally lensed Cloverleaf BAL QSO
H1413]1143 can be summarized as follows :

4.1. Astrometry
Through a series of observations we have been able to

achieve relative astrometric measurements accurate to B3
mas for the four components of this gravitationally lensed
system but also see the footnote). This is a factor of(Table 2,
3 better than the statistical errors inferred from the best
previous results.

4.2. Photometry
We have obtained photometric measurements over a

time baseline spanning 2.76 yr in the observed frame (B1.09
yr proper time in the QSO rest frame) at Ðve di†erent
epochs using several di†erent Ðlters. The results (Tables

show no signiÐcant evidence for relative component-2È5)
to-component brightness variations at the various epochs.

gives measured apparent magnitudes in theTable 6
STMAG system.

4.3. Sight-L ineÈdependent Extinction
The derivation of WFPC2 F336WÈF814W color indices

for the components reveal the presence of sight-(Table 5)
lineÈdependent extinction. Component B (the most
reddened) is 0.56^ 0.04 mag redder than component C (the
least reddened). We considered four dust extinction models
to explain this reddening (° 3.2, Table 8).

The location of the sight-lineÈdependent extinction
remains unclear ; the possibilities include extinction arising

in : the lensing galaxy, one of the intervening absorbers
(which may be associated with the lensing galaxy), the QSO
host galaxy, or the QSO BAL region. Results from the HST
Faint Object Spectrograph (FOS) component spectroscopy
of H1413]1143 are reported in et al. whoMonier (1997),
consider constraints that can be placed on cosmologically
intervening absorbers, and andTurnshek (1995) Turnshek
et al. who consider constraints that can be placed on(1997),
the BAL region clouds.

The unambiguous discovery of dust in cosmologically
intervening absorbers would be very signiÐcant. This would
be Ðrm evidence for obscuration in the universe that could
be pervasive at higher redshifts. & Pei and refer-Fall (1993
ences therein) have considered this question in the context
of damped Lya absorption systems, but clearly their dis-
cussion could be extended since some of the weak metal-line
systems in H1413]1143 might be low column density
damped systems.

Recently, et al. claimed that a majority ofWebster (1995)
QSOs might be hidden because of signiÐcant amounts of
dust obscuration, based on observations of a sample of Ñat-
spectrum radio sources. This claim has been challenged by

& Di Matteo but their X-ray selected sampleBoyle (1995),
still permits up to 2 mag of extinction in the B band.

et al. compared the spectral energy dis-Barvainis (1995)
tribution of H1413]1143 with the dusty source IRAS FSC
10214]4724, which evidently is also a lensed object (see

below), and estimated mag for it.° 4.6 A
V

B 0.5
et al. & Foltz andTurnshek (1994), Sprayberry (1992),

et al. have recently considered the ques-Weymann (1991)
tion of dust along directions toward BAL QSOs, and there
is good evidence for SMC-like dust in some objects. The
so-called low-ionization BAL QSOs are the objects that
exhibit most of the evidence for dust, but PG0043]039,
which shows only weak high-ionization BALs, seems to
exhibit similar evidence. Given that et al.Barvainis (1994)
Ðnd CO emission at the redshift of H1413]1143, the QSO
redshift should probably be considered the most likely loca-
tion of the dust. On the other hand, most BAL QSOs do not
show evidence for dust, so the other models should not be
completely ruled out. The discovery of a number of low-
ionization atomic and molecular lines at the redshift of the
QSO shows that there may be 1010È1011 of coolM

_material within 2È3 kpc of the nucleus (Barvainis 1995 ;
et al. Zhao, & Ho These dataBarvainis 1994 ; Wilner, 1995).

therefore lend weight to the possibility that the dust is
located at the QSO redshift.

4.4. Relative AmpliÐcations
Sight-lineÈdependent extinction is clearly present in the

Cloverleaf, and this has to be modeled to infer the actual
relative component ampliÐcations. On the other hand, at
the di†erent HST observation epochs we do not Ðnd signiÐ-
cant evidence for changes in relative component bright-
nesses. Evidently, time delays along the sight lines are short
enough (or intrinsic brightness variations small enough)
that changes in relative component brightnesses are not
easily detected. However, while not apparent from the HST
observations, the light curve of component D has been
reported to show quantitatively di†erent variations with
respect to the other components et al. and our(Remy 1996),
FOS spectra show smaller equivalent widths for the emis-
sion lines in this component (see and et al.° 3.2 Turnshek

Furthermore, the Ñux ratios of components A, B, and1997).
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C obtained from the HST F702W and F814W observations
are nearly identical to the R- and I-band observations
reported by et al. (they are the same to withinKayser (1990)
an accuracy of a few percent, which is probably indicative of
the observational errors), but component D is signiÐcantly
brighter (by B19%) at the HST observation epochs. It is
therefore plausible that microlensing is important for com-
ponent D, and so the derived magniÐcation factor for com-
ponent D should be considered with some caution.

We simultaneously determined the relative magniÐ-
cations and extinctions along each sight line relative to
component C for four possible combinations of Galactic or
SMC-like extinction at two redshifts (see and° 3.2 Table 8).
None of the derived results on relative ampliÐcations are
consistent with the et al. gravitational lensKayser (1990)
models of the Cloverleaf. It should be kept in mind,
however, that Kayser et al. did not seriously consider
observational constraints on ampliÐcations because of the
possible importance of time delays or microlensing. Based
on our new work, it is clear now that accounting for the
e†ects of sight-lineÈdependent extinction is the most impor-
tant consideration. The new results on component ampliÐ-
cations represent new and reliable constraints on the
Cloverleaf, with SMC-like dust at zB 2.5 probably rep-
resenting the most likely extinction model (see previous
subsection). We note that the model for intervening
Galactic-type extinction leads to the prediction that com-
ponent C should be the brightest component in the F555W
image, at odds with our observations. This extinction model
can therefore probably be excluded from further consider-
ation.

4.5. T he L ensing Galaxy and Component Structure
We did not Ðnd any signiÐcant evidence for the lensing

object but did identify some evidence for extended structure
associated with components A and C that might be part of
an Einstein ring. We set photometric brightness limits (see

at the expected position of any lensing galaxy andTable 7)
at the positions of weak radio sources observed by Kayser
et al. By assuming a simple model for a lensing(1990).
galaxy at redshift zB 1.5 we were able to place constraints
on the mass-to-light ratio of the lensing galaxy (° 3.3).

The most sensitive results from the existing data have
come from the grand total of 55 minutes of exposure with
the WFPC2 F702W Ðlter. With the ““ dithering ÏÏ observing
technique now recommended by Space Telescope Science
Institute, these data could be improved on, and we might go
B1 mag fainter with more accurate PSF subtraction. If a
candidate for the lensing galaxy still remained (essentially)
undetected, it would begin to raise the mass-to-light ratio of
the lensing object to an interesting value. At the same time,
while the QSO itself may be the most likely site for the dust
extinction, it still cannot be ruled out that the extinction
occurs in a foreground object (e.g., the lensing galaxy) and
that the lensing galaxy itself su†ers from signiÐcant extinc-
tion. Given the current brightness limit, directly determin-
ing the redshift of the lensing object from spectral features
in the near future will be extremely difficult, since there is
barely a hint of a candidate for the lens in the existing
WFPC2 data.

It may be of interest to note that models of the Cloverleaf
by in an EinsteinÈde Sitter universe withKochanek (1992)
zero cosmological constant predict the most probable lens

redshifts to be 0.68 ^ 0.33 and 0.92^ 0.40 for the two lens
velocity dispersions that were considered. The lensing
galaxy at these redshifts is predicted to be fainter than com-
ponent D by B4 mag in the R band, which would be B22.8
mag on the F702W STMAG system. This is B0.8 mag
brighter than the upper limit of B23.6 given in but is° 3.3
still not easily detected given the background measurement
error. However, the lens redshift probability distributions
for models with a non zero cosmological constant peak at
or near the absorption line redshifts of 1.44 and 1.66. In
these models the lensing galaxy is predicted to be fainter
than component D by at least 6 mag in the R band, i.e., B25
mag.

4.6. H1413]1143: Not an Intrinsically Unique Object?
Aside from the fact that H1413]1143 is gravitationally

lensed, the object appears to be unique in other ways. Not
only is the object a BAL QSO, but some rare BAL features
are present, including P V and Al III (Turnshek et al. 1987,

Also, H1413]1143 is one of a subset of BAL1988, 1997).
QSOs that is known to have signiÐcant optical polarization,
in this case B4% & Miller et al.(Goodrich 1995 ; Cohen

Finally, as noted earlier, H1413]1143 was recently1995).
found to be one of a few high-redshift strong CO emitters

et al. In this respect, it is interesting that(Barvainis 1994).
the prototypical ultraluminous IRAS galaxy, FSC
10214]4724, which is also known for its strong CO emis-
sion, has recently been recognized as a gravitationally
lensed system & Lehar et al.(Broadhurst 1995 ; Eisenhardt

The ampliÐcation aspects of gravitational lensing evi-1996).
dently contribute to these CO detections. It may be that
some of these properties are related, e.g., the presence of
BALs along with molecules and dust in some cases. This
makes regions residing within the QSO host galaxy itself
(not necessarily the BAL region) good candidates for the
site of the dusty region. Why should these objects, which are
thought to be rather peculiar and rare, show up as gravita-
tionally lensed systems? Maybe they are common objects
but at signiÐcantly lower luminosity after ampliÐcation
e†ects are taken into account.

Despite the current difficulties associated with identifying
the lensing galaxy, it is clear that the Cloverleaf should be
widely recognized as providing unique opportunities to
study a number of cosmologically important phenomena.
Of interest for future study will be cosmological parameters,
the mass-to-light ratio and properties of the lensing galaxy,
cross sections and kinematics of intervening absorbers, and
constraints on the broad emission and broad absorption
line regions. Future IR imaging observations at long
enough wavelengths would allow the dust-extinction
models to be evaluated and permit a more direct measure-
ment of the relative component ampliÐcations.
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